ABSTRACT: We demonstrate that polarization conversion in coupled dimer antennas, used in phase discontinuity metasurfaces, can be tuned by careful design. By controlling the gap width, a strong variation of the coupling strength and polarization conversion is found between capacitively and conductively coupled antennas. A theoretical two-oscillator model is proposed which shows a universal scaling of the degree of polarization conversion with the energy splitting of the symmetric and anti-symmetric modes supported by the antennas.
coupling. Next to linear polarization conversion, we demonstrate single-antenna linear to circular polarization conversion. Our results provide strategies for phase-discontinuity metasurfaces and ultracompact polarization optics.
There is an increasing interest in using nanoscale plasmonic devices to control the polarization and propagation states of light. Plasmonic metamaterials with strong birefringence and chirality have been demonstrated, with applications in tunable waveplates and optical biosensors. 1, 2 Recently, plasmonic metasurfaces containing two dimensional phase gradients have been developed which allow imprinting arbitrary phase patterns onto a propagating beam. 3 Such phase-discontinuity surfaces have already achieved a variety of optical components including lenses, spiral waveplates, and 3D holograms. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] Among a variety of designs, V-shaped antennas are of particular interest for their ability to support a set of orthogonal eigenmodes with a variable phase delay depending on the apex angle. As a special case of the V-antenna, the L-shaped antenna has an orthogonal orientation of the two arms. The properties of connected L-shaped antennas have been investigated in a number of experimental and theoretical works. 3, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] L-shaped nanoantennas have particularly received interest for their noncentrosymmetric properties in the generation of second harmonic generation, 18 in polarization conversion and birefringence. 12, 15, 16 The above studies all considered connected antenna designs; disconnected nanorod dimers in an orthogonal geometry were explored in Refs. [19] [20] [21] . Similar to the case of aligned nanoparticle dimers, 22, 23 the nature of the interactions between disconnected and connected rods is qualitatively different. While the resonances of the disconnected particles are coupled through electrostatic, capacitive interactions, the connected rods are governed by chargetransfer plasmon modes. For connected structures, the modes are therefore directly associated with the symmetry of the structure, and are relatively insensitive to the properties of the surrounding environment. For disconnected structures, polarization conversion is mediated through the plasmonic near-field coupling between electrically isolated nanoparticles. In this case, polarization conversion can be a sensitive measure of the inter-particle coupling strength depending on the properties and loading of the nanogap, which could provide new means for active control and sensing. 24 Such orthogonal near-field couplings exist in many nanostructures, including e.g. dolmen antennas and stacked three-dimensional plasmonic rulers. 25 However systematic studies of such structures generally considered the polarization conserving states only.
In this work, we explore the polarization conversion in antenna designs consisting of two perpendicular nanorods over the entire regime from capacitive coupling to the conductive coupling regime. Building on a simple two-oscillator model, we show that the polarization conversion is governed by the relative mode splitting, independent of the coupling regime, which is sensitively tuned through the interparticle gap. This picture is supported by extensive electrodynamical simulations based on the 3D-Green Dyadic Method.
Spectroscopy performed on individual nanoantennas confirms that precise control of the antenna design allows us to go beyond previous investigations and achieve different regimes of coupling strength and spectral characteristics.
Results and Discussion
Analytical model. The optical anisotropy already demonstrated in L-shaped gold antenna arrays has been interpreted in terms of interferences between the radiated waves emitted by two orthogonal surface plasmon modes excited in each individual nanostructure. 12, 15, 16 Disconnected nanorod dimers are another example of nanosystems supporting a pair of orthogonal plasmon modes with a spectral splitting governed by the gap between the two arms. 19 More generally, any nano-object supporting two orthogonal modes will have polarization properties similar to those of L-shaped antennas. 26, 27 Indeed, let us consider a nanostructure supporting two surface plasmon modes A and B polarized along orthogonal directions ݁ Ԧ and ݁ Ԧ . These eigenmodes can be represented by two independent oscillators characterized by complex polarizabilities α a and α b . Assuming a Lorentzian lineshape, α a for instance can be written as:
Here ω denotes the frequency, ω 0a is the resonance frequency and Γ a the damping of the oscillator. Figure 1a and b respectively show the amplitude and phase of the polarizabilities associated with these two modes. For simplicity, we assume that all resonance parameters are the same, except the angular frequency (the validity of this assumption will be confirmed in the following). An incident optical wave polarized along X denoted ‫ܧ‬ ሬԦ = ‫ܧ‬ ݁ Ԧ with ݁ Ԧ = (݁ Ԧ + ݁ Ԧ )/√2 the direction of the electric (E-)field, will induce a net dipole moment on the nanostructure, which is the sum of the contributions of modes A and B.
In the following, we show that it is possible in specific conditions to generate efficiently a scattered wave polarized along the cross-polarized direction
. The total dipole induced on the nanostructure can be written as:
The total dipole moment has components along the X-and Y-directions given by and . As a first approximation, we can consider that the intensities of the radiated waves polarized along X (resp. Y) are proportional to the square of the modulus of the total dipole component along X (resp. Y). The intensities and phases of the scattered light for input polarization along X and with output polarizations along X and Y are shown in Figure 1a ,b. For the intensities we use the naming convention of σ XX for both
input and detection polarizations along X and σ XY for input along X and detection along Y.
These correspond to diagonal and off-diagonal elements of a scattering matrix:
We see in the example of Figure 1 that outside the spectral range between the two optical resonances, the oscillations of modes A and B are in-phase whereas they are dephased for frequencies lying between the frequencies of the eigenmodes. The exact dephasing actually depends on the spectral splitting between the two resonances. For very large splittings, it is close to π. In this case, an incident wave polarized along X will induce two dipole moments with opposite phases along A and B and the resulting interference will be polarized along Y. 12, 16 However, for very large splittings, modes A and B are spectrally separated and it is not possible to efficiently excite both modes. This results in a weak scattering along Y. For decreasing splittings, the dephasing between modes A and B decreases but it becomes easier to excite both modes simultaneously as they start to overlap. Therefore, the wavelength of maximum cross-polarized intensity lies between modes A and B where both efficient in-and out-coupling of the optical excitation and the required phase relation between the induced oscillations can be simultaneously obtained. Interestingly, the phase of P T,Y spans a much larger range than P T,X . As discussed by Kats et al., 16 the larger phase range of the cross- 
Perfect circular polarization in the output is obtained for the case that α a and α b are of equal magnitude but out of phase by π/2, i.e. b a iα α − = , so that P T,RCP completely cancels and the induced dipole moment is fully left-hand circular polarized.
Of interest also is the conversion between two circular polarization states. In this case, the total induced dipole moment is given by
for LCP input. Zero gap corresponds to the 'kissing' point where the rounded endcaps of the two nanorods touch to form a single conducting contact point. 22, 23 The conducting bridge is associated with the appearance of a redshifted charge-transfer plasmon, and a reshaping of the mode spectrum. Upon further overlapping of the nanorods, the charge-transfer mode blueshifts due to the combined effects of increasing bridge inductance and a reduced effective antenna length. We approach the situation of the conductive L-shaped antenna for a gap of -120nm.
For even more negative gaps, another limit of a symmetric cross-antenna is reached. Here the mode splitting between bonding and anti-bonding completely disappears. We did not consider the regime beyond the L-shaped antenna in our experiments. In addition to traditional bonding and anti-bonding modes, Figure 2b shows the appearance of additional modes on the blue side of the bonding mode for partially overlapping nanorods. Charge density maps (not shown) confirm that these modes are associated with a charge accumulation at the corner of the nanostructure. The presence of these additional 'corner' modes slightly modifies the polarization conversion spectra, resulting in small deviations from the simple two-oscillator model. The point closest to zero splitting corresponds to the 448nm gap antenna in which the nanorods are virtually uncoupled.
The total scattered intensity (σ XX +σ XY ) at λ PC shows a monotonous decrease with increasing spectral splitting. This can be understood from the fact that with increasing spectral splitting, the overlap of the resonances is reduced and the antenna cross section at the wavelength λ PC , located in between the two resonance peaks, goes down. At the same time, the crosspolarized scattered intensity reaches a maximum for a relative spectral splitting around ∆ω/ω ave ≈ 0.2. This maximum corresponds to an intermediate situation in which the two resonances are close enough so that efficient excitation of both eigenmodes remains possible and separated enough to allow for the appropriate dephasing between the excited oscillations.
Next to the absolute intensity, a second important figure for polarization conversion is the degree of polarization (DOP) obtained in the polarization conversion. Figure 3d shows the DOP, defined as the contrast between X and Y components of the scattering intensity:
A DOP of 1 corresponds to pure X polarized radiation and no polarization conversion, while a DOP of -1 equals pure Y polarized radiation and 100% polarization conversion efficiency.
The DOP in Figure 3d shows an increasing conversion efficiency with increasing spectral splitting, which can be understood from the convergence to exactly π phase difference between modes A and B for large splitting (see Figure 1b) .
The lines in Figure 3c as is further illustrated in the Supporting Information Figure S5 . Markedly, the situation of the connected L-shape antenna, used in many of the experiments, corresponds to a point on the curve of around ∆ω/ω ave ≈ 0.4 which neither produces the largest scattering intensity nor the highest conversion efficiency.
Single-particle spectroscopy of symmetric and anti-symmetric modes. We make use of single-particle Spatial Modulation Spectroscopy (SMS) in reflection mode to obtain information on the scattering and polarization conversion of single plasmonic nanoantennas (see Methods and Supporting Information Section S1). [30] [31] [32] The antennas of these studies Linear to circular polarization conversion. As predicted using our analytical model, broadband polarization conversion between linear and circular polarization states exploiting plasmonic antennas is possible using orthogonal dimer antennas. Such linear-to-circular polarization conversion is of interest for ultracompact waveplates and optical biosensors. 26, 27 Our numerical simulations confirm that linear to circular polarization conversion is obtained around the wavelength where both antenna modes are π/2 out of phase and when σ xx and σ xy are equal. This occurs at a relative splitting of ∆ω/ω ave ≈ 0.22. In practice, approximate conditions can be found for a wider range of splittings. Indeed, we found good conditions for circular polarization conversion for the L=230 nm, -52nm gap antenna of Figure 5b , which has a spectral splitting ∆ω/ω ave of around 0.5. In Figure 7 we present results for the linear to circular polarization conversion for this antenna (see Methods). Figure 7a shows the LCP and Our results confirm that polarization conversion caused by orthogonal antenna modes show a universal scaling with the mode splitting. Depending on the figure of merit chosen, the sweet spot for the largest absolute scattering efficiency is obtained for a relative splitting of 0.2, which in our system is achieved in the capacitive coupling regime for gap width of around 10 nm. The conversion efficiency monotonously increases with frequency splitting between the two modes, which is the highest for 'kissing' antennas where a narrow conductive bridge is formed. We emphasize that the fully connected L-shaped antennas used in many studies do not show the largest spectral splittings nor the strongest scattering intensity. The particular interest of the kissing regime has been previously identified in the chiral response of threedimensional plasmonic oligomers. 34 The large spectral splitting and presence of higher order modes was found to facilitate a broadband circular dichroism of such structures. Similarly, we find in Figure 2 that the most broadband polarization conversion is obtained for the structures with the largest splitting, corresponding to the regime of touching nanorods.
A related, but different studies was presented by Yin et al., who studied similar arrangements of capacitively coupled perpendicular nanorods but with a displacement in the propagation direction. 35 The two-oscillator model gives fundamental bounds to the absolute degree and relative efficiency of polarization conversion that can be achieved in a simple coupled-oscillator system. Further improvement may be achieved exploiting e.g. coupling of antennas to a reflecting plane with multiple reflections, 36 or all-dielectric antenna designs.
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Conclusion
In conclusion, we have investigated theoretically and experimentally the polarization conversion in both connected and disconnected gold nanorod dimer antennas. Our results demonstrate that the polarization conversion efficiency, scattered intensity and degree of polarization of both conductively or capacitively coupled dimer antennas depends on the spectral splitting between two orthogonal plasmon eigenmodes. By carefully designing the antenna morphology it is therefore possible to accurately control the degree of polarization of the scattered wave. In particular, we show that fully connected antennas used in metasurfaces are not optimized for conversion efficiency. Much higher efficiencies may be obtained using kissing antennas, if the reduced absolute scattering cross section can be compensated, e.g. by increasing the metasurface packing density or increasing the overall antenna scattering cross section. More complex planar architectures may be found using the simple design principles which combine efficient manipulation of the phase and polarization of optical waves, enabling new types of ultracompact optical devices.
Methods
3D-Green's Dyadic method. The Green's Dyadic method relies on a volume discretization of the system and allows to describe nanostructures of arbitrary morphology. 28 The method rigorously takes into account the dielectric response of the substrate. The antennas were modelled as 3-dimensional objects with a constant thickness of 40nm and an in-plane projection consisting of a rectangular rod with two rounded endcaps (cf. 
Spatial Modulation Spectroscopy (SMS) is a technique suitable for extracting quantitative
cross sections by the periodic modulation of the particle in a tightly focused laser beam. 30, 31 An achromatic Cassegrain reflective objective was used to cover an extended spectral range in the near-infrared. 32 The Supporting Information Figure S1 presents the experimental arrangement in detail. A broadband supercontinuum light source was spectrally filtered and used as a tunable light source. The polarization state was defined using a polarization filter.
Light reflected from the same surface was collected and analyzed using a second polarizer.
While SMS has advantages compared to other techniques such as darkfield, it requires a careful calibration to apply the technique for polarization conversion studies. In particular, in order to compare the pure scattered intensities of the antenna, we need to take into account the contribution from direct (specular) reflection when P1 and P2 were taken parallel. The Supporting Information Figure S2 explains the calibration procedure, which involved measuring the spectra from a parallel dimer antenna, and which resulted in an overall multiplication factor of 5.0 for the cross-polarized configuration. A linear correction factor is justified since the extinction and scattered powers show the same quadratic dependence on antenna dipole moment in the limit of strong scattering [38] . This correction was independently verified using darkfield scattering measurements as shown in Supporting Information Figure S3 .
Linear to circular polarization conversion. To quantify the conversion from a linear X polarized input to circular polarized output, two quarter waveplates (QWPs) were placed in the setup. QWP1 was placed in the input beam before the beam splitter and was aligned to prepare a circular state after the beam splitter. This state was converted back into linear Xpolarization using the second QWP2 which was placed just before the objective and oriented at 45°. The same QWP2 was used to convert the LCP and RCP circular polarized output states of the antenna to the X and Y linear polarizations, which could subsequently be analyzed using polarizer P2.
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